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We live in interesting times We live in interesting times ……



AArearea ofof MMaximalaximal EEngagementngagement

Sweet spot between Sweet spot between 
hard/frustrating and easy/boringhard/frustrating and easy/boring



VygotskyVygotsky’’s Zone of Proximal Developments Zone of Proximal Development



Graded sequence of levels Graded sequence of levels 
mapped to learning progressionmapped to learning progression



Lifeboat to MarsLifeboat to Mars
Middle School Biology GamesMiddle School Biology Games

Learning progressions on microbes and ecosystemsLearning progressions on microbes and ecosystems
SimulationSimulation--based game engines and > 90 game levelsbased game engines and > 90 game levels

60,000 game levels played since launch (1/13/10)60,000 game levels played since launch (1/13/10)



How are we doing?How are we doing?
Difficulty = Ability?Difficulty = Ability?



Number of attempts until successNumber of attempts until success



Detailed, rapid assessment of Detailed, rapid assessment of 
player ability vs. game challenge player ability vs. game challenge 
(Area of Maximal Engagement)(Area of Maximal Engagement)



Ok, the kids are engagedOk, the kids are engaged

Are they learning?Are they learning?

WestEd CollaborationWestEd Collaboration

Develop Bayesian models of student Develop Bayesian models of student 
conceptual understandingconceptual understanding



•• Forced Progression vs. Random SelectionForced Progression vs. Random Selection

•• Basic sequence vs. Basic sequence vs. ““ReinforcementReinforcement”” levelslevels



•• Games can increase engagement through Games can increase engagement through ‘‘abilityability-- 
matchedmatched’’ challenges that adapt over timechallenges that adapt over time

•• SimulationSimulation--based games facilitate creation of many based games facilitate creation of many 
game levelsgame levels

•• Online games facilitate design based research with Online games facilitate design based research with 
a large number of subjects (> 5000 per a large number of subjects (> 5000 per ‘‘conditioncondition’’))

•• RHS RHS ““Difficulty ProfileDifficulty Profile”” assessment of engagementassessment of engagement

•• Research platform to understand how games can Research platform to understand how games can 
be used to teach STEMbe used to teach STEM
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